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**Title word cross-reference**

\[ \beta \] [Hog18, YX13]. \( C_p \) [BKN17]. \( D \) [YXCD17, ZZ14, BL14]. \( K \) [MSR16]. \( L_1 \) [FL14]. \( p \) [BL14, CCC10, HRD18, LY16, MSBM11, Woo13a]. \( \phi_p \) [WS14]. \( Q \) [LLS14]. \( R \) [WJL17]. \( t \) [FFM14]. \( U \) [Mao18, TQ10]. \( \varphi_p \) [JH11b]. \( Z \) [BCK15].


-statistics [Mao18]. -trace [YXCD17, ZZ14]. -value [BL14, CCC10, MSBM11]. -values [HRD18, LY16, Woo13a].


Acknowledgements [Ano13a, Ano14a, Ano15a]. across [BH18]. active [DKB15, SDK⁹17]. acyclic [SM10, VT12]. Adaptive [Ros15, STG13, YH18],

1
AZ11, CDC13, LL11a, LGF12, MHZ15, MJPK13, PM16, SYZ10, XLWP16].


bagging [SL14]. balanced [ABMW14, BC12, CDH11]. balancing
categorical [PTG15, Van10a]. category [LCFL13]. causal [BKN17, KSS15, KCG10, KP14b, LZZ17, Mao18, RLSR12, SBS16, WZR17, YD18, YS18].


QT10, SLMJ14, CCL12, CLZ10, CT10, HH11b, HQ13, LC13, LZ13, WLZ15, ZML16, ZGL17, ZZL15, ZZC17]. censoring

BB12, DZK18, LC10, SSZ12]. central [YX13]. chain

[DPDK15, GT13, LL14]. chains [DH16, SM13]. Changepoint


classification [MR18]. Characterization [JLC14, WC14]. charts [GL13].

[SCD15, ZZL14]. Cholesky [RLZ10, ZL12]. Cholesky-based

[BB12, DZK18, LC10, SSZ12]. central [YX13]. chain

[DPDK15, GT13, LL14]. chains [DH16, SM13]. Changepoint


classification [MR18]. Characterization [JLC14, WC14]. charts [GL13].
[WWN15, Wan10b, AMR18, HHG13, Pre14]. constant [KPW13, YH18]. constrained [MWZ18]. constraints [CHN+18, Far11, KHS11, Sus13].

Construction [GSDK14, JH11b, XX17, BS11]. contact [QF14].


Construction [GSDK14, JH11b, XX17, BS11]. contact [QF14].
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Construction [GSDK14, JH11b, XX17, BS11]. contact [QF14].


Construction [GSDK14, JH11b, XX17, BS11]. contact [QF14].


Construction [GSDK14, JH11b, XX17, BS11]. contact [QF14].


doubly [BCVG17, LSH12, ZZL+15]. driven [BDK15, BKL15, KO11]. drop [Han16]. drop-out [Han16]. drop-the-losers [WWY10].

dual [SS18]. Dunnett [MJW12]. dynamic [DD14, ZTLD13]. dynamics [SS12, VTM12].

dynamic [DD14]. dynamics [SS12, VTM12].

dynamics [SS12, VTM12].

early [JS12]. edge [MLG18, Mon18, VT12, ZLZ17]. edge-specific [VT12].

Editor [Ano17]. Editorial [Dav13]. effect [BCVG17, DD18, DFKO15, HZSR15, KP14b, SL11, TS14, Van10b, YS18, dLWR11]. Effective [JFH15, YLW15, HFW14]. effects [CZI+13, GMMMV16, HC17, KG13, KHG11, KCG10, Lee18, LLXC17, LG17, NM11, QP10, SSJ10, SZ15, SRH14, Van10b, WW15, WZR17, Wool13b, YD18, ZCC+12, ZL15, ZZZ14].

efficacy [ELZ12, SDK+17]. Efficiency [MZ13a, Han16, LF18b, LZ10, WM11]. Efficient [BDT13, CLZ12a, DPDK15, LSW10, Li11, LC13, MHZ15, Mei10, RZ15, Tan11, TO15, WT14, WLT+15, CS13, KCL13, SIL+16, SC11b, SC12, SZCY16, Tan10, Tan13a, Tan13b, TQ12, ZK12].

eigenvalues [LZW14, LL16]. eigenvectors [LZW14, LL16].


Estimation

[AG13, HW13, HFW14, LYB11, MR14, NM11, TS14, Van10b, WZ10, AHL16, AL13, AMBFL18, BHRG13, BCK15, BD10, BT11, BRW10, CTU10, CLL13, CW15, CQ16, CG11, CD10, Che11, CLZ12a, CWS15, CFBL17, CHF18, CS13, DR17, DI13, Dic14, EC17, FL12, Fry13, GD13, GMMMV16, GLMZ11, HFQ10, HNLR11, HQ11b, HHC11, HQ13, HC17, HD13, KF15, KS13a, KC13, KP14a, KD14, LFF17, LSW10, LZ16, LW18, Li11, LF13, LSL17, LC13, LCFL13, LLX17, LLZ13, LLQ17, LJ15, MSBM11, Mao18, MLG18, NCC15, OR12, PPRS12, PC12, PDS11, Rat13, RZ15, RLL10, RLSR12, SC11a, SL11, STG13, SM10, SRH14, SK18, SC11b, SC12, SZCY16, Tan10, TRR10, TR11, VL14, VSW14, WO11, WSZ12, WWS12, WLT15, WZR17, WWY10, XLV16, YK16, YS18, Yu13, YLQ17, ZML16, ZGL17, ZTLD13]. estimation

[ZZ14, ZCL14, ZM18, ZK12, ZWZF10, ZW14, ZJDP11, dLWR11]. estimator

[BS10, CPS10, DPDK15, HQF12, Lee18, PTK12, Pre14, RV16].

Estimators

[DRS05, DRS12, BDG13, Cam15, CJ11, CKO18, CG12, CV18, HZ11, JHD13, KK12, KCL13, LF18b, LBB16, LT15, MT16, MR18, MCW15, MCW18, Rot12, SK16, STL17, Tan11, Tan13a, Tan13b, VT14, WS10, WO11, ZJDP11].

ethics [AG10a].

evaluation [GKK15]. event [CLZ10, CLZ12b, DSB18, EL12, GKB12, KJW12, LCFL13, NCC15, Oak16, WH14, Yu13, ZC10].
events [CZI13, Rob13, ZC10].

evidence [Ros10].

Ewens [Cra15].

Exact [DEO16, FWCT14, JH11b].

exceedances [ET12].

exchangeability [MR15, MR16a].

exchangeable [GCYS16].

exciting [Cal10].

existing [WSSQ17].

Expandable [SED17].

期待 [VTH14, WC14, ZWZF10].

expectation-maximization [WC14].

expensive [DL15].

experimental [JH11b].

experiments [GSDK14, HT13, JH11b, JGB15, SM15, VMT14].

explicit [LSWZ17].

exploratory [HZSR15].

Exponential

[KS16, DKB10, DKB15, DY10, FW15].

exposure [TR11, Van12].

exposures [Van10a].

expression [CCC10].

Extended

[TW14, TSMW15, WO13a].

extension [LL11b, MRV18, TMJ11].

extractions [She17].

extrapolation [BLC17].

extrema [HM10].

extremal [Hog18].

extreme [BS11, STE17, WT14].

extremes [WT12].

extremum [WDH17].

Factor

[Wan12, BD11, KD14, LT11, She17, SED17, ZL12].

factorial

[TX14, ZLK13].

factorials [MT12].

factorized [MRSR17].

factors

[AZ11, Kon17, LYB11, Ros10, SW18, TX14].

failed [QF14].

failure

[DW11, HNLR11, LLZ13, NCZ16, Pre16, ZC17].

faithful [BKM10].

False

[ED11, SY11, GL13, RZ15, SL11, ZCL18].

falsification

[WRR17a, WRR17b].

families [DKB15, DY10, FW15, KES11].

family

[KJ15].

familywise [HZSR15].

Fast [BCM16].

feature [SH12].

features

[BH18].

fewer [KR14].

field [ZCR10].

fields [AG10b].

filling

[XH11, ZC15].

filter [LW18, MZ13b].

filtering [DKLP12].

filters [FK13].

finding [CE10, DKB15, SDK17].

findings [BH18].

Finite


handle [EC17]. Hastings [STL17]. hazard [TSMW15, VMT14]. hazards
[AH16, WC14]. Hierarchical [SW15]. High
[DG16, Fry13, GWY16, NL13, dFD18, AGL14, AMR18, AMBFL18, BCM16, BMG14, BKM10, CLL18, CYZ17, CDHT18, Dic14, GC17, GvHF11, HX10, HCL17, JLA18, KXYZ16, Kon17, LYB11, LZW14, Li18, MZY12, MZ13b, RZ15, RZ15, RZ15, SHE17, SM10, SLMJ14, Tan13a, Tan13b, TNWL16, TL10, XCL18, XLWP16, ZJUB14, ZPF14]. High-dimensional
[DG16, Fry13, GWY16, NL13, dFD18, AGL14, AMR18, AMBFL18, BCM16, BMG14, BKM10, CLL18, CYZ17, Dic14, GvHF11, HX10, LYB11, Li18, MZ13b, RZ15, RZ15, SM10, SLMJ14, TL10, XCL18, XLWP16, ZPF14]. high-entropy [Tan13a, Tan13b]. high-frequency [CDHT18, Kon17]. high-throughput [DG16, Fry13, GWY16, NL13, dFD18, AGL14, AMR18, AMBFL18, BCM16, BMG14, BKM10, CLL18, CYZ17, Dic14, GvHF11, HX10, LYB11, Li18, MZ13b, RZ15, RZ15, SM10, SLMJ14, TL10, XCL18, XLWP16, ZPF14]. Higher
[AGL14, HM10, Har12, LY16, Ros12]. Hysteretic [GLY15].

[CDH11, CH17, Kim11, KY17, WMC12, YK16]. imputations [LGH+14]. In-sample [HMMN16]. Inadmissibility [BM14, MT14]. incidence [CAW12]. incidental [Lun18]. incomplete [SR17]. Incorporating
[HX10, TS14]. increase [QZL+15]. independence
[FP18, HCL17, KD16, RBN10, SS14, SLMJ14, Wan12, XZ11]. independent
[DKLP12, KR12, SR17]. Indicator [SDW14]. Indirect [MR16b, CR10b]. individual [AG10a, LZ10]. individual-level [LZ10]. individualized
[DSB18, LZ15, ZSL+15]. induced [KP15]. inequality [KHS11]. Inference
[BLC+17, Van12, ZJHB14, BKN17, BCK15, BCV17, BD15, CC18, CNN+17, CR10b, DD16, DKY12, DY10, DZ12, FRS16, KSS15, KZ13, KGV17a, KGV17b, KD16, KP14b, LC10, MH11, MT11, NCC+15, Ogg17, PADS14, PW11, QF14, RLSR12, SBS16, SIL+16, SW15, TO15, WT14, Wad15, WWS12, WH14, WKY18, WC14, XQ15, YD18, ZZR10, ZW14, dFD18]. Inferring [VTM12]. infinite [BD11, CC15]. infinite-dimensional [CC15]. influence
[ZIT11]. Information
[BKL15, Jan14, SS12, CC18, DOXV11, FL12, HWF15, KHS11, MZ15, OAB16, PDS11, QZL+15, WW15, XQ15, YTY+16, BKL18]. Information-theoretic [BKL15, BKL18]. informative


microclustering [JLD18]. minimal [GCAIM12]. minimax [He17].
naive [Ogd17]. natural [TS14]. Nearly [MST14, GSDK14].
network [YXCD17, ZLZ17]. networked [ZS16].
networks [MRV18, XCC15, ZCL14]. noise [CYZ17]. noisy
[CDHT18]. Non [DBP17, FS11, GL13, CV18, DL10, PS13].
nondifferentially [OV13]. none [ELZ12]. non-ignorable
[Cha13a, FS16, QF14, SW16, ZM18]. Nonlinear
[LFH17, BDW11, GMD15, Jia14, MWY13]. Nonnested [McE16].
Nonparametric [AHL16, BD10, CD13, CAW12, CQ16, DH15, DD14,
ELZ12, HQC11, KI16, LCFL13, MH11, PPRS12, SSW15, VL14,
ZRR10, ZW14, BCVG17, DHW14, DL10, PS13, ZM18].
nonlinear [CDC13]. normal [CZ16]. normality [Li18, WO11].
normalized [FLP12, Zha11]. normalizing [KPV13]. note
[Che15, CW10, KY17, NT15, Pal09, RLL10, YK16]. Notice [Ros16].
novel [PDV11, WSSQ17]. nuclear [CDC13]. nugget [KG13]. Nuisance [Cha13a]. number
[BOW13, CWA12, EZ11, JLA18, Kon17, Mei10, RZ15, SCD15,
Wan10b, YX13, ZH14].

Oakes [Pre16]. Objective [DKY12, DY10, FFM14]. observation
[BKL15, BKL18, MH11]. observation-driven [BKL15, BKL18].
observational [HZSR15, Ros10, Ros12, WC18, YD18]. observations
[CE10, Far10, KP14a]. observed [BDK15, CSDK10, HFW15, PS11, Rat13].
ocurrence [Wad15]. odds [Che15, TRR10, TR11]. one
[ABMW14, JN17, Ros12]. onwards [TIt13a, TIt13b]. operating [DZ13].
operator [LLZ16]. operators [KP12, PS16, PADS14]. Optimal
[AMR12, BDW11, DMY17, DKBB10, DGMW18, DFKO15, MT12, Rat13,
SDK17, SC15, YTY16, ZM18, AG10a, CSK13, CJ11, DSB18, JH11b,
KD15, SS12, WS14, ZTL13]. Optimality
[LLZA12, BKL15, BKL18, KK12, SM15, WM11]. Optimizing [RV11].
Optimum [Atk15]. Order
[HFW15, DL10, HWTH12, KP12, Lun16, LL16, RF10]. order-two
ordered [PTK12]. ordering [SG10, YLQ17]. ordinal
[LS12, OV13, Van10a]. orthogonal
[AJ13, GSDK14, HQ11a, HT13, MST14, ST17, WYX18].
Ordered [PTK12]. ordering [SG10, YLQ17]. ordinal
[LS12, OV13, Van10a]. orthogonal
[AJ13, GSDK14, HQ11a, HT13, MST14, ST17, WYX18].
Orthogonalization [GCAIM12]. other [BCK15]. outcome
[DV16, DVR17, ELZ12, LJ15, NCZ16, Van10b, YTY+16]. outcomes
[DSB18, LM11, LS12, SDK+17, WZR17]. Outlier
[RZKY15, CCC10, RCZ17]. overadjustment [HLL10]. overdispersed
[CZI+13]. overdispersion [Fle12]. overfitting [HKM18].

pairs [Cam15]. pairwise [CM16, MY16, SFG16]. paradox [SHM16].
Parameter [CM10, Cha13a, Che11, KJ15, KS13a, PDS11, WDS13].
parameterization [MT12, RBN10, SDW14]. parameters
[AR10, FR516, HM10, Lun18, WH14]. Parametric
[Kim11, CTU+10, CK12, GMMMV16, ZW11]. Pareto [TO15]. Partial
[CIHF18, SKMdG16, SC11b, LLZ16, MWZ18]. Partially
[KXYZ16, BDK15, BDW11, BKM10, CSDF10, LT11, QP10, Rat13]. Particle
[NSF16, PDS11, FK13, LW18, SL17]. Partition [KHL17].
Partition-based [KHL17]. pathways [DPW15]. pattern [Far10]. patterns
[SW15]. PC [BKM10]. PC-simple [BKM10]. peaks [dFD18].
peaks-over-threshold [dFD18]. Pearson [Ald13, Sti12]. penalization
[CDC13]. Penalized [BC12, KC13, LT12a, SM10, TL10, ZJC10, CKO18,
KO11, KK12, WS10, YXCD17, ZZ14]. perfect [SM13]. periodic [VL14].
periodicities [WC10]. permanental [YMM12]. Permuting [TX14].
personal [Cox16]. perspective [DD18, KXX18]. phase [FMPP17, LSW10].
phylogenetic [NTWY17]. piling [AM10]. pioneers [Cox16]. Pitman
[CLNP17, Cra15]. pivotal [BCW11]. planar [BS10, BD10]. plug [NT15].
plug-in [NT15]. point [BCRW14, DWG14, GS10, MSR16, ZX15]. points
[FHV10]. Pointwise [PTK12]. Poisson
[BS10, KF11, MSR16, Rat13, Wan10a]. Poisson-compound [Wan10a].
Polya [TM11]. polygenic [SAL+17]. polynomial [DCGO18, WS14].
population [AL13, BHKG13, CG12, LLQ17, MW18, OAB16]. populations
[FMPP18]. Positive [Rot12]. positives [RZ15]. post
[BCK15, CC18, HKM18]. post-selection [BCK15, CC18, HKM18].
Posterior [ADL+13, VTH14, LSD17]. potential [KP14a]. power
[AMR12, CS13, HW17, KC13, QZL+15, XCL11]. Practical [SM13].
precision [AGL14, AMBFL18, CLLX13, Cox15, MLG18, MR18, ZZ14].
prediction [KS13a, MK15, PC12, YTY+16]. Predictive
[CLZ12b, BM14, FHV10, MT11]. predictor [WS14, YZPZ13]. predictors
[AMW16, DL10, FHV10]. presence
[AZ11, Atk15, KG13, Lin17, LLZA12, LHD16, TWB18, VL14]. prevalence
[QZL+15]. prevalent [CAW12]. Principal
[NTWY17, SWZL17, HWTH12, JDM12, JLA18, LZW14, Sch14]. principle
[BS11, Pal09, Pal10]. prior [DFKO15, GD13, PX10, KJW12]. priors
[ADL+13, BDPW16, BCM16, FL12, GB12, MK15]. probabilistic
[Pal09, Pal10]. probabilities [AL13, Far11, HX10, MWZ18, ZLZ17].
Probability [HAW10, LHBD16, MLS13, RLL10, SD11, Sti12].
procedure [LSWZ17, LCOT13, SFG16]. procedures [CH17, DKLP12, GTXR14, Su18]. process [BDT13, BS10, CLNP17, DWG14, HD13, KRS18, KJW12, LTF13, LD14, TMJ11, YMM12]. processes [BCRW14, CD13, CD10, CKR17, DEMR13, DEO16, GMS11, GPS15, GS10, JH11a, MSR16, NCC+15, SIL+16, TO15, WT14, WH14, Zha11]. products [KPW13]. profile [HQF12, LLZ13]. profiled [Wan12].
Propensity [KI14, KKP16, Lee18, SW16, YD18]. proper [For12]. Properties [CR10a, CC10, CKO18, FL14, FMRR18, JS12, ZX15]. property [GT18].
Proportional [CCD12, HR12, Cha13a, CIHF18, DI13, DOXV11, LT12b, LT15]. prospective [BD14, Sta10]. protected [TR11]. Protective [SRH14].

Quadratic [WWS12, SDW14, WS14, YM10]. quantification [ZM17].
sparsity

Spatial

Spatially

spatiotemporal

Species

specific

description

spectral

spectral-based

spectrum

spheres

sphericity

spike

Spline

spline

squares

stability

stable

standard

state

statisticians

Statistics

status

Stein

step

strategies

stratification

stratified

streams

Strictly

Strong

structural

structure

Structuring

Student

Students

subject

subject-specific

subasymptotic

subpopulations

subset

Sudoku

Sudoku-based

Sufficient

sum

summary

supervised

Sure

surrogates

surveys

Survival

switching

symmetric

symmetries
[MLG18]. symmetry [BD14]. Systematic [ZBDPJ10, And16].

systematic-scan [And16].


**temperatures** [Ste17]. temporal [KMM11]. tensors [HWTH12]. terminal [ZC10]. test [BL14, BMG14, CC15, CL10, CHN+18, DD18, GMMMV16, GTXR14, HHG13, Hog18, JN17, MJW12, Sch13, SG10, Woo13b, WX11, XLWP16, YL16, ZLL18].

tested [PJ16]. testimation [AGPS10]. Testing [CYZ17, CKR17, FP18, GvHF11, LL11b, Ros12, SS14, TBW18, XCC15, ZH14, ZW11, AGL14, CSK13, CW15, DKL12, DHW14, DH15, DKFO15, GMD15, JS12, KES11, LLZA12, MJPK13, PS16, SSW15, SYZ10, WWN15, WMGK14, XCL18, ZW14].

Tests [CO14, Sch14, AMR12, CLL18, CR10b, DLS15, DW11, HM10, HCL17, Har12, LS13, Sus13, WC10, ZPFW14].

**theoretical** [BK15, BKL18].

**theorem** [FWCT14, YX13, YWS15].

**three-dimensional** [PW11, Sti12, Van10a]. three-dimensional [PW11].

time-dependent [HNLR11, SSZ12]. time-to-event [DSB18, ELZ12, Yu13].

**time-varying** [CZI+13]. times [CLZ10, CLZ12b, HNLR11, MH11, Wad15].

**token** [Hid14].

**transformation** [CT10, KP15, LLXC17, LZ13, SZ15, ZML16]. transformation-induced [KP15].

**Transformed** [WGZX14, Hun12].

**treatment** [BCVG17, CI1+13, CH17, DSB18, DD18, ELZ12, HC17, L15, Lee18, L15, MJW12, RV11, ZC1+12, ZTLD13, ZZL+15, dLWR11].

treatments [Atk15].

**Tree** [LZ15, SZAS16, TMJ11]. Tree-based [LZ15]. trees [GT13, NTWY17].

trend [SG10, VL14]. trends [ZW11].

**trial** [KL15].

**trials** [Ag10a, Az11, ELZ12, LM11, Oak16, SDK+17, SK18].

truncated [HGK13, WZ17]. truncation [Cha13a].

twice [Ros12]. Two [CL18, DKLP12, LS13, ABMW14, AW10, Atk15, AMR12, BMG14, BI18, CFB17, EPS16, FMPP17, HWTH12, Hun12, KC16, KR12, LT11, LM11, Li18, MT12, SCD15, XLWP16, YLQ17, ZLK13, ZXL17].

two-dimensional [AW10, EPS16]. two-factor [LT11]. two-level [MT12, SCD15, ZLK13].

two-phase [FMPP17].

Two-sample [CL18, LS13, AMR12, BMG14, Li18, XLWP16, YLQ17].

**Two-stage** [DKLP12, CFB17, Hun12, LM11].

type [CC15, GvHF11, GTXR14, HM12, Hid14, KHS11, LT15].

**type-token**

without [Cha13b, SZAS16].

Yor [CLNP17].
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